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Thickness Characteristics of Pāhoehoe Lavas in the Deccan Province, Western Ghats, India, and in Continental Flood Basalt Provinces Elsewhere
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Constraining the eruption rates of flood basalt lava flows remains a significant challenge despite decades of work. One potential observable proxy for eruption rates is flood basalt lava-flow lobe thicknesses, a topic that we tackle here quantitatively. In this study, we provide the first global compilation of pāhoehoe lava-lobe thicknesses from various continental flood basalt provinces (~3,800 measurements) to compare characteristic thicknesses within and between provinces. We refer to thin lobes (~≤5 m), characteristic of “compound” lavas, as hummocky pāhoehoe lava flows or flow-fields. Conversely, we term thicker lobes, characteristic of “simple” flows, as coming from sheet-lobe-dominated flows. Data from the Deccan Traps and Columbia River flood-basalt provinces are archetypal since they have the most consistent datasets as well as established chemo- and litho-stratigraphies. Examining Deccan lobe thicknesses, we find that previously suggested (and disputed) distinct temporal and regional distributions of hummocky pāhoehoe and sheet-lobe-dominated flow fields are not strongly supported by the data and that each geochemically defined formation displays both lobe types in varying amounts. Thin flow-lobes do not appear to indicate proximity to source. The modal lobe thickness of Deccan formations with abundant “thin” lava-lobes is 8 m, while the mode for sheet-lobe-dominated formations is only 17 m. Sheet-lobes up to 75–80 m are rare in the Deccan and Columbia River Provinces, and ones >100 m are exceptional globally. For other flood basalt provinces, modal thickness plots show a prevalence toward similar lobe thicknesses to Deccan, with many provinces having some or most lobes in the 5–8 m modal range. However, median values are generally thicker, in the 8–12 m range, suggesting that sheet-lobes dominate. By contrast, lobes from non-flood basalt flow-fields (e.g., Hawai‘i, Snake River Plain) show distinctly thinner modes, sub-5 m. Our results provide a quantitative basis to ascertain variations in gross lava morphology and, perhaps, this will in future be related to emplacement dynamics of different flood basalt provinces, or parts thereof. We can also systematically distinguish outlier lobes (or regions) from typical lobes in a province, e.g., North American Central Atlantic Magmatic Province lava-lobes are anomalously thick and are closely related to feeder-intrusions, thus enabling a better
understanding of conditions required to produce large-volume, thick, flood basal lava-lobes and flows.
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**INTRODUCTION**

Continental flood basalt (CFB) province emplacement represents some of the largest volcanic events in Earth history, associated with the biggest (up to or perhaps > than 5,000 km³; Self et al., 2014) and longest (~ 1,000 km; Self et al., 2008) recognized lava flow-fields on Earth. Although flood basalt lava flows have been studied extensively for decades, we still lack a good understanding of some fundamental aspects of lava flow emplacement, such as typical eruptive fluxes. Lava flow morphology, especially flow thickness, is a fundamental characteristic of CFBs that is potentially linked to lava-flow eruptive rates (e.g., Bondre et al., 2004). Thus, analysis of lava flow morphology can help examine the spatial and temporal variations in the emplacement rate of a CFB province. These spatiotemporal eruptive rate variations are critical for understanding the magmatic plumbing systems of CFBs (Sheth and Cañón-Tapia, 2015; Ernst et al., 2019) as well as the environmental impacts (e.g., Schmidt et al., 2016; Clapham and Renne 2019; Hull et al., 2020; Landwehr et al., 2020).

However, studying lava flow morphology for CFB flows is challenging for a variety of reasons. First, the morphology and physical form of lava flows may change across and within different formations in CFB provinces as well as chronologically throughout the emplacement of a CFB (Passey and Bell, 2007; Kale et al., 2020a). Thus, any analysis needs to carefully account for these effects. Second, most previous CFB studies provide only a qualitative description of morphology or are focused on a single outcrop or region. Consequently, it is not easy to quantify any spatio-temporal variations between different morphological styles. Furthermore, consistent terminology is essential to accurately compare flow morphologies over 100s of km and across CFBs. Finally, in field geology, the eye is always drawn to the extremes, be they small or large. Thus, a quantitative analysis is necessary to estimate the average or typical lava-body thicknesses reported from CFB provinces and systematically compare differences (if any) between provinces.

We address these challenges by comparing lava flow morphology (with a clearly defined terminology) across multiple CFB provinces and modern analogs with a specific focus on the Deccan Traps (henceforth Deccan). A simple expression of flow morphology is lava-lobe thickness, as this represents the essential morphological difference reported from CFB pāhoehoe (phh) lavas – sheet-lobe-dominated (simple) vs. hummocky-lobe-dominated (compound) lavas (e.g., Walker, 1971; Bondre et al., 2004; Sheth, 2006; Jay et al., 2018). The thickness of lobes or flows is also perhaps the only physical property of basalt lavas consistently reported across many studies. We first describe our volcanological terminology for CFB flows following Self et al. (1998) and Thordarson and Self (1998). Within our terminology, thin (<5 m) lobes can be equated to hummocky-lobe-dominated flows and thicker (> 5 m) lobes to sheet lobe-dominated flows. It is important to note that lava flow-fields are, to some extent, always compound (e.g., Vye-Brown et al., 2013). Thus, the influence of typical CFB province outcrop scales (an approximately 2D slice of a large 3D flow structure) on interpreting whole lava flow-fields and typical province-wide lobe thicknesses requires careful attention.

We then present lava lobe thickness data based on logs made through flood-basalt lava sequences from which we can estimate the value and range of lobe thicknesses for each formation (or sometimes sections) and whole CFB provinces. Data are presented first for the Deccan Volcanic Province (Deccan) (Figure 1A), with most information coming from the Western Ghats (Sahyadri) where the geochemical stratigraphy is well-understood (e.g., Subbarao, 1999; Kale et al., 2020a; Kale et al., 2020b). The relationship of typical lobe thicknesses among the various geochemical formations provides important insights into the changing style of eruption of typical Deccan units as the main lava pile grew during its ~1 Ma lifetime (Sprain et al., 2019; Schoene et al., 2019). Our work also makes it possible to test and quantify the suggestions of Desmukh (1988), Walker (1971), Walker (1999) that smaller “compound” lava lobes dominate in the northern areas of the main Deccan province and that thicker “simple” flows occur more commonly to the south and east (Figure 1C). This observation was interpreted as being indicative of a lava morphology change due to changing distance from source. Although the idea has been disputed by others (Bondre et al., 2004; Self et al., 2006; Jay et al., 2018), our new dataset can help further quantitatively test this hypothesis. Next, we compile lobe thickness measurements from other CFB provinces (for a total of ~3,800 individual measurements) from multiple studies. In concert with other studies (e.g., Bondre et al., 2004; Duraiswami et al., 2017; Jay et al., 2018) our results help illustrate the variety in a specific morphological lava feature (lobe thickness), both within a single CFB formation and for entire CFB provinces. Additionally, we can possibly use lobe thickness distributions to quantitatively compare and group together various CFBs with similar flow emplacement dynamics. This analysis thus provides a framework to generalize results from individual well-studied CFB sections, such as the Columbia River Basalts (CRB, e.g., Vye-Brown et al., 2013), to other CFB lava flow-fields.

**PHYSICAL FEATURES OF LAVA FLOWS – TERMINOLOGY**

Since observations show that `ā`ā flows (sensu lato) seem to be exceedingly rare in most CFB provinces, including the Deccan (Brown et al., 2011), and despite some reports to the contrary (e.g., Duraiswami et al., 2014), we will focus only on phh lava flow
fields. The occasional 'a'-lobe in a phh flow-field is not unexpected. We use flow-field (see Self et al., 1997, after; Kilburn and Lopes, 1991) as a convenient term for the entire products of one effusive eruption, be it a CFB lava eruption or a much smaller one. We use the term (inflated) lava sheet-lobe (as per Self et al., 1997; Self et al., 1998; Thordarson and Self, 1998), shortened to sheet-lobe (SL), to describe widespread lava bodies surrounded by lava crusts. Note that this category would include a number of the transitional flow types such as the rubbly pahoehoe flows reported in Deccan Traps (e.g., Duraiswami et al., 2017) as well as modern basaltic eruptions (Laki – Guilbaud et al., 1994) for what have been called compound phh flows in outcrop (made of several to many small lava lobes, Figure 2C), and we suggest that lobes of < and >5 m thickness is a convenient divide for distinguishing HP lavas from SLs, in CFBs at least. We find that the lobes in HP-dominated flow sequences are usually <5 m and show only nascent internal structure of the type shown on Figure 2A. We note that SLs considerably thinner than 3 m exist in the lava flow-field of the recent (1983–2018) eruption on Kilauea, Hawai‘i (Sharma et al., 2000, see our Figure 2A); these possess all features of much thicker SLs, but they are not of concern to this paper. The internal structure of SLs (Figure 2A) is also different and more variably developed than that of many HP lobes, and the internal structure is used to distinguish the top and bottom crusts of lava lobes.

We thus use sheet-lobe(s) for what have been called simple flows in outcrop (Figure 2A). We use hummocky pahoehoe (HP, Swanson, 1973; Swanson et al., 1979; Hon et al., 1994) for what have been called compound phh flows in outcrop (made of several to many small lava lobes, Figure 2C), and we suggest that lobes of < and >5 m thickness is a convenient divide for distinguishing HP lavas from SLs, in CFBs at least. We find that the lobes in HP-dominated flow sequences are usually <5 m and show only nascent internal structure of the type shown on Figure 2A. We note that SLs considerably thinner than 3 m exist in the lava flow-field of the recent (1983–2018) eruption on Kilauea, Hawai‘i (Sharma et al., 2000, see our Figure 2A); these possess all features of much thicker SLs, but they are not of concern to this paper. The internal structure of SLs (Figure 2A) is also different and more variably developed than that of many HP lobes, and the internal structure is used to distinguish the top and bottom crusts of lava lobes.

In consequence, he [Walker] doubts if simple basalt flows occur at all, although simple andesite, dacite, rhyolite and trachyte flows do appear to exist. The application of the terms simple, compound, and multiple to basalt is probably most useful for older lavas which belong to dissected volcanic piles and are therefore not seen in their entirety; the terms are most usefully used in a descriptive way to convey the character of a flow as seen in a particular cross-section. If the average basalt lava flow were seen in its entirety it would prove to be compound and locally multiple in character, though over much of its extent it might be made of a single unit.
FIGURE 2 | (A) Cartoon of section through hypothetical sheet flow lobe, after Thordarson and Self (1998), showing common arrangement of internal physical features; right face: UC – upper crustal zone; C – core; LC lower crustal zone; HVZ – horizontal vesicular zone; MV – megavesicles; VC – vesicle cylinders; PV – pipe vesicles; BVZ – basal vesicular zone; left face shows typical form and arrangement of cooling joints. On left, an ∼1 m thick klaverauilauea, Hawai‘i, formed about 1991, showing all features on cartoon. (B) Comparison of logs of poorly exposed Deccan lavas where Ambenali Ghat climbs through upper part of Mahabaleshwar Fm sequence with stratigraphically equivalent lavas at Arthur’s Seat, 7 km to north along strike, dominated by thick sheet lobes (inset photo shows the ∼60-m-thick lobes at Window Rock, Arthur’s Seat, people for scale!). Ambenali Ghat road area is thought to have poor exposure due to presence of thinner lobes that are more prone to erosion and weathering, representing lateral transition from thick sheet-lobe-dominated cliff exposures to N (Arthur’s Seat) to an area dominated by thinner lobes; modified from Jay (2005). (C) Cartoon of hummocky pāhoehoe pile of lava forming through stages (A–C), based on lavas in the Kimama drill core, Snake River Plain, after Potter et al. (2019).
FIGURE 3 | (A) Detailed log of small section of Ambenali Ghat traverse, Deccan Volcanic Province, within Ambenali Formation lavas (see Figure 3B) illustrating variety of morphologies in lava flows within one chemo-stratigraphic formation. Section is from 550 to 680 m above sea level and shows several sheet lobes under- and overlain by smaller precursor and break-out lobes, respectively, as well as other physical lava features indicated on key: from Jay (2005). (B) Composite section of Western Ghats lava flow stratigraphy showing geochemically defined formations (following Beane et al., 1986). This study includes data from all named formations except Jawar, Igatpuri, and Panhala. Magnetic polarity of lavas is expressed at right, R = chron 29r; N = chron 29n. After Jay et al. (2009). (C) Simplified stratigraphic logs of various Deccan transects showing geochemical formations (following Jay et al., 2009).
DATASETS
Logs From Field Work and, Occasionally, Drill Cores
We obtained lava lobe thickness data from detailed volcanological logs made through lava piles in CFB provinces largely using exposures along road cuts (and rail-road cuts) but also in natural cliffs and slopes, and, occasionally, streambeds and drill cores. Lobe thickness data from the Deccan were measured by Jay (2005) and reported in Jay et al. (2009) for a total of \( \sim 5 \text{ km} \) of lava flows across multiple transects (see Figure 1B, for location of the logged transects). Complementary paleomagnetic and geochemical work was done on lava samples from these Deccan traverses (as well as geochronology; Renne et al., 2015; Sprain et al., 2019). Thus, given the current geochemical stratigraphic framework (Figure 3B; Beane et al., 1986; Jay and Widdowson, 2008), we can clearly assign each flow lobe to a geochemical formation. We have similar logs for the CRB and Karoo flood basalt provinces (Jay et al., 2018; Moulin et al., 2017), collected by the authors. For the Deccan and Karoo, the logs are exemplified by those in Figure 3A (Supplementary Figure S1, see also Figure 4 in Jay et al., 2009 and Jay et al., 2018). Data also exist from drill-hole cores in the Koyna region of the Western Ghats, part of the Deccan where scientific drill-holes were made (Mishra et al., 2017; Sinha et al., 2017), as well as the Killari Scientific Drill Hole (Gupta et al., 2003; Kumar et al., 2010). In order to extend the spatial coverage to other Deccan sub-provinces besides the Western Ghats, we also include previously published sections from the north-western Deccan (Peng and Mahoney, 1995), Narmada-Tapi Rift Zone region (Mahoney et al., 2000; Tejankar, 2002; Doke, 2014), Malwa Lobe (Kasiviswanandham, 2003), and Mandla Lobe (Sengupta and Ray, 2006; Pathak et al., 2017).

For the CRB province, data are from Thordarson and Self (1998), Vye-Brown et al. (2013) including various unpublished measurement by the authors using the same logging principles as the abovementioned studies. Data from the nearby Snake River Plain basalts, included as an example of a “plains”-type basalt province (mini-CFB, after Greeley, 1982), are from a deep drill-hole core reported by Potter et al. (2019). Criteria for distinction of flow-lobes in that core are described by the authors (et seq., pgs 3–8) and are like those employed by us, allowing a consistent lobe delineation.

We also include similar datasets for other CFBs from a few studies (see Supplementary Data Sheet S1) while ensuring that the flow lobe definition used in these studies is as consistent as possible with our terminology. The provinces are CAMP, Ethiopian flood basalts, Emeishan flood basalts, the Siberian Traps, the North Atlantic Magmatic Province (NAMP; mainly the Faroe Islands and Greenland), the Big Island of Hawai‘i (for purposes of comparison), and, briefly, Ontong Java Plateau, to include an oceanic LIP. For all provinces with data on lobes, we have followed the assigned stratigraphic nomenclature of the lava flow-fields or formations from the respective studies.

Quality of Data and Caveats
Lobe thicknesses were measured from the top of each upper lava crust to the bottom of the lower crust (Figure 2A) ignoring any soil and/or weathering-induced lava rubble at top or bottom but including altered flow-tops (usually vesicular). SL lateral extents
are not reported in this work and knowledge of these is sparse. The thickness of any small and/or thin precursor or breakout lobes associated with SLs were measured separately and the data included as independent lava lobes. The main challenge when measuring thicknesses of lava lobes is to capture the full range of lobe sizes. In our logs, we measured the thicknesses of small HP-type lobes on a few characteristic lobes and the thickness of the whole HP-dominated part of the sequence. Although this provides a first-order estimate of HP lobes and small-lobe-dominated portions of SLs, we anticipate that small lobes are overall likely under-reported in our analysis. We also note that the thickest lobes are rarely completely exposed due to limited outcrop size and/or accessibility (e.g., as at Arthur’s Seat in the Deccan, Figure 2B; Supplementary Figure S1), and that the thinnest lobes occur in such abundance that measuring a significant thickness of lava lobe-by-lobe is a daunting task. Moreover, piles of thin lobes are often severely weathered. We thus realize that in plots of numbers of lobes of various thicknesses, both the extremes in size are not as well represented as the middle parts of the size distribution.

In our Deccan dataset, flow lobes <2 m were measured by hand using a tape measure and the thicknesses are good to ±~10 cm (1 cm for the thinnest lobes). For thicker lobes, the thickness was calculated using a barometric altimeter for each individual sheet lobe using the elevation at the top and bottom of each lobe. This choice helps minimize any errors due to instrument drift throughout the day due to changing temperature. Given the lack of accurate topographic maps, we anchored the elevation of the top, bottom, and middle of each traverse, such as Ambenali Ghat, using a differential GPS which we left running for up to 3 h. Almost all lobes reported are complete, but we did measure a few partial lobes to capture the highest end of the thickness spectrum. In these cases, virtually the whole lobe was measurable, and the sparse number is not expected to make a difference to the top end of the reported thickness spectra for the Deccan, Karo or CRB data sets.

We find no significant statistical difference between data obtained from surface exposures vs. those from cores drilled through the lava piles (when comparing results from the same geochemical formations), even though traverses through surface-exposed lava piles often stretch for many kilometers laterally (Figure 1B).

RESULTS – LAVA BODY THICKNESSES

Lava-lobe thickness data from the Deccan are plotted in various ways; we give more details on the Deccan set as all others follow with similar plots. The ways are: lobe thicknesses of individual lobes vs altitude above sea level (as a measure of stratigraphic height); plots of lobe thickness vs. number-of-lobes-in-each-thickness-bin; and also as an univariate kernel density estimator to calculate the probability density function of lava flow thicknesses in a data set. This latter plot gives an immediate, useful view of the whole thickness distribution. We also present “violin” plots where the thickness distribution is represented in the vertical (y) and the number of measured lobes is expressed in the horizontal (x) axis.

Deccan Volcanic Province Including Koyna Region

Thickness data plotted against elevation, equivalent to stratigraphy in many parts of the 66.4-65.5 Ma-old Deccan Province (Sprain et al., 2019), including a subdivision of the lava pile into formations (Figures 3B, 4A,B), show that measured Deccan lava lobes vary from < a few m thick to ~90 m thick (the latter in the Mahabaleshwar Formation). The stratigraphic subdivision shown is that for the recognized chemostratigraphic Deccan formations. Although the lithostratigraphic subdivision (after Godbole et al., 1996) is also used in the literature (e.g., Verma and Khosla, 2019), it is not as well developed as the chemostratigraphic formations and we thus do not use it for the analysis here. The plots on Figure 4A are arranged by latitude of the traverse (top = N, bottom = S) and the main weathering horizons (boles) recognized in the lava pile are shown by vertical red lines. The bole data are by no means complete and no significance should be placed upon it, other than in a first-order sense (see comments below). Gaps in the data indicate gaps in exposure on the traverses. Further, the data come from a small region of the central Western Ghats of western India in Maharashtra State, so there could be regional bias (Figure 1B).

One limitation of our present Deccan data is that only one traverse (Matheran) includes the lowest chemostratigraphic formations (Kalsubai Sub-group). This lack will be addressed in future work. Nevertheless, it can be seen (Figure 4A) that all formations logged have small lobes, and all formations except Khandala have at least one small-lobe-dominated section. Note that the Ambenali Ghat traverse covers over twice as much elevation as the others, and this ghat is, in fact, the informally recognized Western Ghats “type section” on which much work has been based (e.g., Beane et al., 1986; Mahoney et al., 1982; Chenet et al., 2008; Jay et al., 2009). Thicknesses of lobes within and among formations do not vary greatly, with all formations except Neral, Bhimashankar, and Khandala having lobes at least 40 m thick. Based on our two traverses that include significant Kalsubai (lowest) and Lonavala (middle) Sub-group lava sequences (Matheran and Varandah Ghats), there appears to be a slight prevalence for small-lobe-dominated (or hummocky pahoehoe) lavas in those formations, in accordance with previous studies (e.g., Bondre et al., 2004).

Figure 4B plots lava lobe thicknesses mainly from the Wai Formation in the same scheme as Figure 4A to examine possible lobe thickness variations over 80 km distance from N to S. No strong pattern of variation is evident, yet southward could be more distal from some suggested sources areas (Vanderkluysen et al., 2011). We also see that the altitude of the Ambenali-Mahabaleshwar contact varies by more than 50 m in a relatively small region (also see Figure 2C) thus illustrating that using altitude for large scale correlation is potentially problematic.

Furthermore, we can use the Ambenali-Mahabaleshwar contact height and the location of Chron 29N-Chron 29R transition as well characterized time tie-points to assess
whether flow lobe characteristics (number, thickness, small-lobe-dominated fraction) are spatially variable. We find that among sections, the number of flow lobes varies from 2 to 5 with thicknesses ranging from 5 m to 35 m with some sections having small-lobe-dominated flows (e.g., Kelgar, Tapola, Wai-Panchgani) while others do not (e.g., Ambenali Ghat, Khumbarli Ghat). There is no clear relationship between flow lobes in individual sections which suggest that lava flow morphology characteristics can significantly vary over small spatial distances (compared to the scale of the overall CFB province). A mild southerly dip to the lava pile of 0.5–1° in the study area (Mitchell and Widdowson, 1991) explains why the older formations appear in the north and why stratigraphically higher formations occur at progressively lower elevations southward. The types of lavas plotted in Figure 4B can be seen in the logs in Supplementary Figure S1.

The whole range and modes of lobe thickness in each Deccan formation (Figure 5A) and sub-group (Figure 5B) are shown as univariate kernel density estimators to calculate the probability density function (PDF) of lava flow thicknesses in a data set. In these plots the thickness is plotted against the PDF and the area under the curve totals to 1; the range and mode of the PDF is conveniently seen, and the formations or sub-groups can be easily compared. The number of lobe occurrences in each thickness bin is plotted on the y axis. The “thick tail” of the PDF represents the thickest SLs. Formations with bimodal plots, such as the Bushe, appear to have a mode in the HP range and another in the SL range. We find that all formations, bar one, have lobes covering the whole range of thickness up to 30 m, and one formation (Mahabaleshwar) covers the entire range up to 90 m (see also Figure 4). The Bhemashankar Formation, which is very thin (~35 m in the Matheran traverse, Figure 4A) and composed of only a few lobes, is the exception having a maximum SL thickness of 14 m (Figure 5A). There is clearly a mode in the 20 ± 5 m range in all formations (except Bhemashankar – measured on one traverse only which is possibly not diagnostic) that represents typical SL sizes with a rarity of much thicker lobes. The smallest lobes, individual precursors to or breakout from SLs and from HP lobes, are in the range of a few m in each formation. Thus, overall, there is only a weak relationship between formation and lobe thickness, which is also explored in later plots. The thickest SLs are generally in the range 50–60 m for the Wai Sub-group and Bush Formation lavas, but smaller for the others, especially those from the Kalsubai Sub-group, which range around 30–40 m and make up smaller proportions of the PDF.

Whole sub-groups of the Deccan have indicative thickness PDFs (Figures 5B, 6B) that support some of the conclusions of previous studies (Bondre et al., 2004), in that the lower, older sub-group (Kalsubai) formations together have the most peaked and thinnest mode, and the upper sub-group (Wai) has the broadest mode with a mean thickness similar to that for the middle sub-group (Lonavala) formations. This reflects that the Kalsubai subgroup may overall be composed of more HP-type lava flow fields than the upper two sub-groups but testing the reality and details of this suggestion require further work. The coarse lobe mode in the Bushe Formation data (Figure 5A) suggests that there may be a genuine bimodal aspect to that formation’s thickness characteristics, although more measurements are needed to confirm this inference.

An overall comparison of the Deccan lobe thickness data is seen on a “violin” plot (Figure 6A), where the lobe thickness variation (y axis) is plotted by the different formations in the various traverses (x axis). The width of the violin represents the amount of data for each formation and the thickness range is encapsulated in the vertical distribution. A white dot marks the mean of the distribution and a black bar the 75th–25th percentile range. The prevalence of 20–30 m thick SLs is evident, with the traverse composed of older lavas (Matheran, including Kalsubai and Lonavala Sub-groups) having slightly smaller means, but not by a marked amount. The plot clearly shows that the thickest SLs are in the minority in terms of occurrence. Additionally, the figure illustrates that lobe thickness distribution for a single formation can be variable across different sections further illustrating the spatial variability of flow morphology in DVP even on a small regional scale.

An independent Deccan data set comes from lobe thickness measurements on drill core obtained from the Koyana area in the Western Ghats (Sinha et al., 2017; Mishra et al., 2017), near to our Khumbarli Ghat traverse. Although the cored lava formations are not named in these papers, the local geology suggests they are Wai Sub-group (Duraiwamani et al., 2017). The distribution of SL thicknesses is like our Wai Sub-group data, seen on Figure 6B, with a mean and mode around 18–20 m. A maximum reported lobe thickness of 165 m for one lobe in the Koyana cores must be treated with suspicion as no other lobes of comparable thickness have been found in our work, but it could be real. We also show lobe thickness distributions from other regions of the Deccan in Figure 6B. Killari is located in the Central Deccan region and is considered part of the eastern extent of the Wai Subgroup flows (Jay and Widdowson 2008). However, we find that SL thickness is distinctively different from the Wai lavas with much thicker lobes in the Killari region. This could potentially indicate an effect of changing flow-lobe thickness with distance from the eruptive center, but we do not have good constraints on the eruptive locations (Vanderkluysen et al., 2011; Kale et al., 2020a). By contrast, the flows in the north-western Deccan (Saurashtra region) are similar to the oldest Western Ghats flows (Kalsubai group) in terms of lobe thickness (Figure 6B). From our data compilation, we find that lava flows in the northern Narmada-Tapi Rift Zone as well as the Malwa Lobe region have a similar modes of lobe thickness (~20 m thick) to the Western Ghats flows. The flows in this region are most like the Wai Subgroup flows in terms of their thickness distributions. Finally, the Mandla Lobe flows have slightly thicker lobes (mode of ~25 m) than the Wai Subgroup flows with a distinct lack of thin (<5 m) lobes.

Karoo Continental Flood Basalt Province
We use measured sections on three Karoo 182–183 Ma-old CFB province phh lava successions from Moulin et al. (2017), Jay et al. (2018), following Figure 4 of the latter reference. The successions are at Naude’s Neck, Oxbow, and Moteng Pass. There are no significant differences between lobe-thickness
FIGURE 5 (A) Plots of univariate kernel density estimators to calculate probability density function (PDF) of lava lobe thicknesses in Deccan data set. Vertical scale is % of PDF with area under PDF curve normalizing to one. Result for each recognized formation is arranged from youngest to oldest (top to bottom) with ticks at base of each plot showing actual value of measured lava lobe thicknesses. (B) Univariate kernel density estimator to calculate probability density function (PDF) of lava lobe thicknesses in accumulated formations within each Deccan subgroup, see Figure 3B). Plot gives useful view of whole thickness distribution at a glance: middle (Lonavala) subgroup has one modal lobe thickness of ~18 m and another at ~50 m; lowest (Kalsubai) subgroup has smallest modal lobe thickness and coarse tail extending toward 50 m; upper (Wai) subgroup has same median thickness as middle subgroup and coarse tail extending toward 100 m. Each subgroup has small lobes and lowest one contains highest percentage.
distributions at each location. Overall, the mean size of lobes appears to be thinner than in the Deccan. Almost 50% of the lavas logged by Jay et al. (2018) are HP, a higher proportion than in any Deccan formation (Figure 7A vs. Figure 4A). The PDF of the size distributions at the three locations shows the similarity and mean size of sheet lobes, around 12–15 m (Figure 7B). A few SLs ~ >30 m thick exist, and the violin plots of all locations (Supplementary Data Sheet S2) show how similar the means of the size distributions are, with Naude’s Nek lava lobes being a little thinner than the others.

**Columbia River Province and Snake River Plain “Plains” Basalt Province**

Data from the CRB Province are assembled at the formation level for comparison purposes with thickness data from the Deccan (Figure 8A). We present data for the Grande Ronde Basalt and Wanapum Basalt Formations, the two lava formations emplaced at the climax of CRB volcanism, between 16.5 and 15.9 Ma ago (Barry et al., 2010; Kasbohm and Schoene, 2018). Figure 8A shows that the PDFs for size distributions of whole formations are...
FIGURE 7 | (A) Plots of lobe thickness for Lesotho part of Karoo CFB Province from Jay et al. (2018) and Moulin et al. (2017) plotted as function of altitude above mean sea level; width of bar = lobe thickness. Groups shown by bar color (see key in B); + open dots = with small lobes; + stars = small-lobe-dominated. Red vertical lines = boles (weathering horizons, note bole line thickness not to scale). (B) Plots of univariate kernel density estimators to calculate PDFs of lava lobe thicknesses of three Karoo sequences. Note relative similarity of the three distributions, due to SLs from 15 to 18 m thick, with Naude Nek lobes being a little thinner due to prevalence of HP lobes down to a few meters thickness.
quite similar, with a mode at around 15 m for thin SLs and another mode for thicker SLs in the Grande Ronde. One advantage of displaying CRB data is that, uniquely in global LIPs, the components are known down to the level of individual flow-fields. Thus, in Figure 8A, we can see that Wanapum Basalt shows considerable variation between the different members comprising the formation: the Roza, Gingko, Sand Hollow, and Palouse Falls plots are all single flow-fields and are members of the Wanapum Formation; Wallula Corehole comprises data from several Wanapum members, and Grande Ronde and Wallula Grand Ronde plots are collective for the Grande Ronde Basalt Formation, and thickness data are quite similar to each other. Figure 8B displays PDFs of the same data as Figure 8A showing clearly that most CRB data is for SLs, with HP-thickness lobes in the minority.

Lobes in the flow-fields of the Palouse Falls and Sand Hollow eruptions are recognized to be composed mainly of coarser SLs, while the Gingko flow field has more small SL lobes than most CRB flows, with Roza lobes falling a little thicker in typical SL size than Gingko (Vye-Brown et al., 2013). Overall, the PDF plots show that CRB flow-lobes consist of a higher proportion of thicker lobes than both Deccan and Karoo Provinces (there is a bigger % of the PDF curve under the 30–60 m range). In other words, the CRB possesses a higher proportion of thicker sheet lobes than the Western Ghats region of the Deccan but, as such a small part of the Deccan is considered by our data, these claims may not be sustained after future work.

For the Snake River Plain Province lobe thickness data, an example of “plains”-type volcanism logged in the Kimama borehole by Potter et al. (2019), it is clear (Figure 8B inset) that the modal size of lobes is considerably smaller than in the CRB. In fact, this thick pile of basalt, which accumulated over ~6 Ma, is almost all HP in nature. There is a strong mode in the 2–3 m thickness range and little of the PDF distribution in the thick range (extending only up to 20 m). This contrasts strongly with the nearby CRB and the Deccan, as expected.

Other CFB Provinces and Hawai‘i
The Deccan, Karoo, and CRB represent our primary data in this study since the datasets were all collected in a relatively homogeneous manner by the authors. For other CFBs, the data quantity and quality are more variable. In the following, we discuss compiled data from other provinces in order of decreasing LIP age using only PDFs of size distributions. As much as possible, we have tried to utilize a consistent terminology for defining what constitutes a lava lobe based on published stratigraphic logs.

Physical aspects of the 257–260 Ma-old Siberian Traps are available from a cored drill hole at Norilsk (Mikhailstcov et al., 2012) and in the West Siberian Basin (Reichow et al., 2005), as well as two datasets from surface lava flow exposures in the Norilsk region (Heunemann 2003; Krivolutskaya et al., 2018), see Figure 9B. The two core datasets both show a mode in the region of 5 m. It is not known whether these are HP or thin SL-type lavas, but there are a few lobes reported to be in the 20–80 m range. By contrast, the lobe thickness for the surface Norilsk lava flows is much greater with a mode from 8 to 20 m thickness, more analogous to other CFBs. Although each of the datasets have a few exceptionally large lobes (>80 m thickness), we are unsure whether these measurements are accurate or are instead biased due to missing exposure.

There are a few measurements of lobe thicknesses from the 200-Ma-old CAMP lavas. Those from Morocco show modes of PDFs of 8–10 m (Figure 9C), presumably thin SLs, with thicker lobes in places up to 50 m (Argana, El Hachimi et al., 2011; Marzoli et al., 2019). This suggests that the sequences in Morocco are dominated by thin sheet lobes, but in NE North America much thicker CAMP lobes have been recorded, with thicknesses of lobes from 60 m up to 180 m in the Newark and Fundy basins (e.g., Philpotts, 1998; Whiteside et al., 2007; Olsen, 1980, Olsen et al., 1989; Schaller et al., 2011; Puffer et al., 1992; Puffer et al., 2018), and these are convincingly inflated SLs.

The North Atlantic Magmatic Province (NAMP) is represented by lavas from the Faroe Islands, the seafloor around that area, and a section from West Greenland. Faroes lavas were erupted subaerially around 55–57 Ma ago (Cramer et al., 2013). Basalt lava lobe thicknesses have been provided for various cored formations (Nelson et al., 2009; Boldreel, 2006; Bücker et al., 1998) and for exposures on the islands (Passey and Bell, 2007), see Figure 10A. Workers describe some formations as formed of SLs, with another of HP lavas, and another of an alternating sequence of the two: Beinisfjord Fm = SLs; Mallistindar Fm = HPs; Enni Fm = alternating. Lopra borehole, which is on-land Faroes, mainly penetrated the Beinisfjord Fm (SLs); this is borne out by the data which shows lobes of mode 15 m, extending up to 60 m, like Deccan SLs. Thickness data presented for lobes in HP-dominated flows are few and ambiguous. The Enni Formation (Millett et al., 2017) shows a smaller mode than that dominated by SLs but with a tail extending to thick SL dimensions., as expected.

West Greenland and seafloor NAMP lavas recovered from Ocean Drilling Project cored holes (Planke, 1994) have thinner lave lobes in general (also see Figures 10A), the size of which overlap with the thinner lobes from the Faroes, described as “compound-braided pahoehoe” (Passey and Bell, 2007). These would be termed HP lavas by the terminology used in this study. The age and relationship of these lavas to the whole Faroes Group is not well determined.

Geochronology of the Ethiopian Traps has shown lavas about 29–30 Ma by the Ar-Ar method (Rochette et al., 1998) and lobe thicknesses are available for two sites, Belessa and Debre Sina (Lhuiller and Gildé, 2019). The two sites show remarkably similar thickness variations among the flow lobes (Figure 10B), with a distinct mode in the PDF in the 8–10 m
FIGURE 8 | (A) Plots of univariate kernel density estimators to calculate PDF of lava lobe thicknesses for individual Wanapum Formation eruptive flow-fields (Palouse Falls; Gingko; Sand Hollow; Roza), Wanapum Formation data collectively, and Grande Ronde and Wallula Grand Ronde Formations; both the latter plots are Grande Ronde Basalt Formation (see text) from the Columbia River Basalt Province. (B) Summary PDFs of lava lobe thicknesses for individual Wanapum eruptive flow-fields (Palouse Falls; Gingko; Sand Hollow; Roza), Wanapum Formation data collectively, and Grande Ronde and Wallula Grand Ronde plots, which are Grande Ronde Basalt Formation (see text). (B, inset) shows plot of univariate kernel density estimators to calculate PDF of lobe thicknesses for lavas of Kimama Borehole, Snake River Plain (after Potter et al., 2019); note thinness cf. Columbia River Basalt data.
Figure 9 | (A) Plot of univariate kernel density estimators to calculate PDF of lobe thicknesses for lavas of Emeishan CFB Province, China, from 4 different areas; see text for details. (B) Plot of univariate kernel density estimators to calculate PDF of lobe thicknesses for lavas from Siberian CFB Province, Russia; see text for details. (C) Plot of univariate kernel density estimators to calculate PDFs of lobe thicknesses for lavas of CAMP Province in Morocco (including Argana Basin) and NE North America (Newark and Fundy Basins).
FIGURE 10 | (A) Plot of univariate kernel density estimators to calculate PDF of lobe thicknesses for NAIP formations in Faroe Islands, West Greenland, and the North Sea floor (ODP data); see text for details. (B) Plot of univariate kernel density estimators to calculate PDF of lobe thicknesses for lavas from Ethiopian Traps; see text for details. (C) Plot of univariate kernel density estimators to calculate PDF of lobe thicknesses for lavas from the Neogene Flood Basalt Province in Iceland along with typical flow lobe thickness for a few modern eruptions. See text for details. (D) Plot of univariate kernel density estimators to calculate PDF of lobe thicknesses for lavas from island of Hawai‘i, including Mauna Loa, Mauna Kea, and Kilauea. See text for details.
range, and a strong tail toward SLs as thick as 80 m. The bulk of the measurements are in the thinner range, but it is not known whether these are thin SLs or thicker HP lobes. Overall, the lobe thickness range is like that seen within the Deccan except that the main modal thickness is a little thinner than Deccan SLs and thicker than Deccan HP lobes.

Lobe-scale data on subaqueous LIPs are rare (Deschamps et al., 2014) but there is a little on the 125–120 Ma Ontong Java Plateau (Inoue et al., 2008). On Malaita Island, individual pillowed and non-pillowed basalt sheets vary in thickness between 60 cm and 80 m; about 50% of measured basalt sheets are 5–10 m thick, and >95% are less than 25 m (Pettersson, 2004), similar to subaerial LIPs. Given the lack of detailed stratigraphic sections in the study, we did not plot any Ontong Java data.

For another comparison to CFBs, we also show data for the Icelandic Neogene flood basalt province which represents some of the oldest sub-aerial exposures from northwestern (≈17 Ma, Riishuus et al., 2013) and northeastern Iceland (≈14 Ma, Martin and Sigmarsson, 2010). Similar to other larger flood basalts, these lavas are hypothesized to be primarily erupted from dike-fed fissures and are mostly tholeitic basalts (Walker, 1964; Gibson, 1966). In Figure 10C, we plot data from detailed stratigraphic logs from northeastern Iceland of the Kumlafell Group, Hólmaitindur Group, Hjalmadalur Group, and the Grønnavatn porphyritic basaltic upward, Öskarsborg and Riishuus 2014, Öskarsson et al., 2017). The mode thickness for Icelandic Neogene basalts ranges from 15 m (for the first two stratigraphic groups) to 10 m (for the upper two groups). Thus, overall, the lobe thickness range is like that of Deccan SL-dominated sub-groups.

Hawaiian lava lobe thicknesses from Kilauea, Mauna Kea, and Mauna Loa are reported by Katz and Cashman (2003) for flows in the HSDBP1 and SOH-1 cores collected on the Big Island (Garcia et al., 2007). While obviously not CFBs, these are shown here because various authors have alluded to similarities in emplacement style between Hawaiian and CFB lava flows (e.g., Hon et al., 1994; Self et al., 1997; Sheth 2006). Kilauean lobes are the thinnest of the Big Island volcanoes with a strong PDF mode at 3 m and a small coarser tail toward 20 m (Figure 10D). Mauna Loa and Mauna Kea PDFs show a broader size distribution, with stronger tails toward thicker lobes, possibly SLs, but, again, with few lobes thicker than 20 m. The modal lobe thickness is 8 m for the two large shield volcanoes, contrasting strongly with that of Kilauea. Overall, Hawaiian SLs are thinner than in most CFB provinces, and HP lobes are also thinner, especially for Kilauea. Much more data are needed to make a definitive case for these relationships.

Finally, we also plot the thickness of flow-fields, rather than individual lobes, for a few prominent historical basaltic eruptions – the Laki 1783 eruption, the Eldgjá 934 eruption, the Holuhraun 2014/2015 eruption (from Iceland), and the Kilauea 2018 eruption (Lundgren et al., 2019, both average as well as the maximum on-land thickness near the vent). It is noteworthy that the typical flow field thicknesses for modern eruptions are like the mode of lava lobe thickness in the Deccan and CRB, as well as the Karoo, provinces. This potentially suggests that typical flow-lobe thickness for CFBs do not require extra-ordinary large eruptive fluxes per se, based on modern analogs. It is unclear whether the typical thickness implies a typical flow rate for all CFBs or a rheological/physical constraint on the thickness to which sheet lobes can inflate.

**DISCUSSION**

With our full dataset, we can start comparing lobe thickness distributions for various CFBs. We note that some data sets have few measured lobes compared with others (see Supplementary Figure S2A and Figure 2B) and some warnings are given about this when the corresponding results are discussed. We display summary data on Figure 11A as thickness ranges per province or formation (with a range from 0–80 m), and on Figure 11B as “violin” plots scaled to equal width so that the total ranges can be more easily appreciated. The homogeneity of data sets from various CFB provinces is encouraging, meaning that workers in different provinces are recognizing the same features to enable them to separate the lava piles into lobes. Differences and similarities between data sets can be interpreted within currently used knowledge of lava morphology and appear to make sense. This is the first compilation of lava lobe thicknesses from CFBs and other basaltic provinces and should serve as a basic data set for future work.

**Overall Considerations**

The obvious difference is that non-CFB volcanoes (sensu lato) are generally constructed by thinner lobes than those found in most CFB provinces. Thus, Hawaiian and the Snake River Plain basalts (Kimama borehole) lobe thicknesses stand out from CFB data on Figures 11A,B, having modal lobe thicknesses of 3–7 m. We must also remember, for CFBs, that measured thinner lobes are under-represented due to the large number of lobes involved in HP sequences. A few CFBs have equally thin lobe sets to those from non-CFB provinces, namely the Siberian core-hole for which data exists, and NAMP lavas sampled in sea-floor sequences and on West Greenland.

The mode of most CFB data sets ranges from 15–20 m (Figure 11). These are known to be SLs in the Deccan, Karoo, and CRB, and are assumed to be sheet lobes in other provinces. While very thick SLs may only occur in CFB provinces, those over 40 m thick are rare (usually outside the 75th percentile) in all provinces other than part of CAMP; for the NE North American CAMP lobes the number of measurements is small and the point about thicker lobes needs further substantiation. Overall, most CFBs have generally thicker lobes than non-CFB systems, while some CFBs have equally thin lobes to non-CFB provinces. Whether this is a product of emplacement mechanism and rates, or not, awaits further data being available in the future.

**Characteristics of Deccan Volcanic Province Lavas**

Deccan data clearly show that lobes in the upper three formations, Mahabaleshwar, Ambenali, and Poladpur (constituting the Wai Sub-group) have thicker median and modal thicknesses than the lower
formations. Cores from the Koyna area have the same range as the exposed Wai Sub-group flows which is consistent with the corresponding location of the Koyna cores in the geochemical stratigraphy Duraiswami et al., 2017). However, all formations in the cores contain lobes with smaller thicknesses, like those of the lower formations. Thick SLs (>65 m) are outliers to the size distribution in all Wai Sub-group lavas.

The Lonavala Sub-group is formed by the Bushe Formation, which has a similar lobe-size distribution to the Wai lavas except for lacking lobes >~ 20 m thick, and the Khandala Formation, which has a similar lobe-size distribution to the Wai lavas except for lacking thin lobes (but this is based on measurements in one traverse only). The lowest recognized Kalsubai Sub-group lavas range from lobes of similar thicknesses (Neral and Thakurvadi Formations) to the Wai Sub-group, to being of limited size-range (Bhimashankar Formation), but, again, data are few for the latter. Further, the whole data set under-represents the thinnest lobes, such that the modes of the Kalsubai Sub-group may be smaller.
than shown, and all Kalsubai modes are thinner than the rest of the Deccan dataset. From this we confirm past suggestions (e.g., Bondre et al., 2004) that the distribution of "compound lavas" (our thin, HP-type lobes) is due to the outcrop pattern of the stratigraphy of the Deccan and not proximity to source vents (Raja Rao et al., 1999).

Differences and Similarities Between the Deccan, CRB Province, and Karoo Data Sets

Thickness ranges for the Wanapum and Grande Ronde Formations (together forming 87 vol% of the CRB province) are similar and are also like the Wai Sub-group of the Deccan, all dominated by SLs. Still, thin lobes down to <3 m thickness do exist in these CRB and Deccan formations and in the Deccan form occasional HP lava flows and/or flow-fields. Again, there is no correlation between the occurrence of HP-type lobes and proximity to source in the CRB. Data from the Karoo lavas are skewed toward thinner lobes (modes of 8–12 m) but are a mixture of HP and thin SLs according to Jay et al., 2018 and Moulin et al., 2017. These measured lavas are from one area in the Karoo Province, so may have a locational bias and not be typical of other areas of the Karoo. The relationship to source vents for the Karoo lavas is not known but Jay et al. (2018) work suggests the same conclusion as for the Deccan data, that HP-type lavas are not an indicator of proximity to source. In fact, the presence of flow-lobe tumuli in the Karoo lavas led Jay et al. (2018) to propose that the Naude Nek site was distal from source vents.

Differences and Similarities With Other Data Sets, Also Compared With Deccan-CRB Thicknesses

Other thickness data sets from CFB provinces are more data-poor and perhaps less representative of the whole province. Some e.g., the Siberian Traps borehole, must be locationally biased, having only thin lobes, whereas a full range of lobe thicknesses might be expected in such a major LIP (Figure 9B).

Figure 11B extrapolates the lobe data ranges to include thickest outliers. It can be seen that CAMP NE North America (including Fundy and North Mountain, Canada; Kontak, 2008) has the thickest lobes, all nominally SLs, but this may be a reflection of the concentration of studies on thick lobes which contain interesting post-emplacement features, while passing over thinner lobes? Further, perhaps parts of such an old province constituted of small and thin lobes are ill-exposed or preserved, as proposed for parts of the Deccan. These CAMP locations contain the thickest SLs in the whole data set, with occasional lobes approaching 200 m thick in two locations (Hartford; Philpotts, 1998, and Fundy; Dostal and Dupuy, 1984). It is also noteworthy that these large lobe thicknesses are comparable to the large offshore thickness of Kilauea 2018 flow-field (~ 280 m). This suggests that, potentially, the presence of a specific topographic break may have been responsible for the anomalously thick lobes associated with CAMP. Moreover, as sills and dykes occur in the same region (Puffer et al., 1992; Philpotts, 1998) these thickest lobes may have a connection with distance to source i.e., they accompany each other? This conjecture is worthy of further exploration but does not hold for the CRB and Deccan province lavas.
In order to quantitatively compare flow-lobe thickness across various CFBs, and accounting for the different flow numbers (and section thicknesses – see Supplementary Figure S2), we use the Anderson-Darling (AD) test statistic (Scholz and Stephens 1987) and the Epps-Singleton (ES) test statistic (Epps and Singleton 1986) to test the likelihood that every two corresponding datasets (shown in Figure 11) have the same underlying probability distribution (while accounting for the different number of samples in the two datasets). The AD test is more sensitive toward the comparing the tails of the distribution for the two datasets while the ES test is biased toward the comparing the mean value of the datasets. We use the results of the pair-wise likelihood results (either ES or AD statistic) for all datasets as the distance metric to perform hierarchical clustering for our lava-lobe thickness dataset (Virtanen et al., 2020; Huerta-Cepas et al., 2016; Figure 12). These results provide a clear, quantitative way to group various CFBs and nicely illustrate that the Kilauea and Kimama borehole datasets are distinct from those of CFBs (Figure 12). Furthermore, some of the large geochemical or stratigraphic units in CFBs, Grande Ronde Formation and Wai Sub-group, or Ambenali and Mahabaleshwar Formations, as well as the North-Eastern US CAMP sections, are a distinct group. This suggests some characteristic change in lava flow emplacement properties and allows a future analysis of relationships between lava flow-field volumes, differences in lava geochemistry, and LIP associated climatic perturbations.

CONCLUSION

We have summarized quantitative differences in terms of lava body thicknesses and types between the main formations and sub-groups of CFB provinces, especially for the Deccan Volcanic Province. The global mode for lobe thickness of pahoehoe sheet-lobes in CFB provinces is in the range 15–20 m. The similarity of lobe thickness range for many CFB provinces underlines the similarity of processes on-going during the emplacement of these lava flow-fields, both worldwide and throughout geologic time. Furthermore, it probably also reflects the exceptionally low slopes across active LIPs. With many formations in CFB provinces displaying a range of lobe thicknesses and having hummocky-pahoehoe-type lobes and units, it is difficult to generally accept emplacement-related criteria e.g., closeness to vents, based on lobe characteristics.

For thin-lobe-dominated, or hummocky pahoehoe (HP), flow-fields, the number of thin lobes and the mean thickness will always be under-represented because they are too numerous and/or weathered to measure accurately. HP flow-fields represent approximately 5% of the total thickness of the Deccan Wai Sub-group but up to 77% in some formations in the Kalsubai Sub-group (the latter based on one traverse only, Jay, 2005). This estimate is biased because the older Deccan formations are under-represented in our work to date. We do note that CFBs have typically thicker flow-lobe means and modes vs. Hawai‘i or the Snake River Plain Province. So, on average, there may potentially be a difference in eruptive rate between these provinces. However, there is significant uncertainty from a process-scale model of what is needed to form CFB-scale inflated sheet-lobes. One can have longer-lived eruptions with 10 s of km$^2$/year magma fluxes, or 100 s of km$^2$/year fluxes of eruptions lasting for a shorter time, or something which has variations of eruptive flux between these two end-members (e.g., Laki 1783, Thordarson and Self, 2003; Rader et al., 2017). While some studies (e.g., Bondre et al., 2004) have argued for a relationship between eruption rates and flow lobe thickness, some other modern analog studies (e.g., Thordarson and Self, 1998) and experimental work (Rader et al., 2017) have not found a systematic relationship. Consequently, there is an open question whether lobe or flow thickness can be used to infer eruption rates, both absolutely (comparing, say, Hawai‘i with a CFB province) or in a relative sense.

What gaps in knowledge exist and how this can work be applied? It is complicated to summarize single CFB province emplacement mechanisms based on good physical rationale, and single logs (small areas) can be biased and challenging from which to extrapolate. We expect some criteria expounded upon here to change, even for the Deccan, but possibly not for the Columbia River Basalt Province, with future work and data. We appeal for more data on physical lava properties from all basalt lava provinces. All data we report here are from syn- and post-Mesozoic lavas. More work is needed to compile data from pre-Mesozoic CFB province lava lobes. Some data exist but we did not expand this study to include them. Additionally, more process-based studies are required to better map the relationship between CFB lava flow morphology, particularly lobe thickness, and eruption rates.
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